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GY SAVING STOVES TO SAVE FOREST
RESOURCES

Aung Din

The majority of the people living in
the most developing countries depend on biomass
as a source of energy for their daily cooking. It is
generally known as dendro • energy.

In Myanmar, more than seventy
percent of renewable energy consumption comes
from fv; - : . ~ .'urces. Only a few rural homes in
Mvs>nw.T.- »c«. »l<.r>trir-ity and 28S for COOking.

Thus, there • » heavy reliance on fuelwood,
resulting it- .iepietion of forest resources,
especially . .. iicavily populated regions. '

TTVATION

The majority of people in Myanmar
live in rural areas and their livelihood depends on
agriculture. It has been predicted that by the year
2000, the p' v-'.lstion of Myanmar would reach
SO million and that the demand for fuelwood
would also increase significantly. It is highly
probable — i unless alternative sources of energy
are provir<- -; r > ~ - . -~ of depletion of forests will
be aggravated particularly in the dry zone, the
central re ;ion of the country. Currently, the rural
poor, having no other alternative sources of
energy f~- v-.ki'ng, rely on fuelwood collected
from tin Hacent degraded unclassified forests,
further extending into the fringes of reserved
forests.

Being aware of this situation, many
alternative strategies* have bee formulated and
implemented to solve the problem by the Forest
Department of Myanmar under the guidance of
the Ministry of Forestry. It includes:
(1) increased estabish ment of plantations

since 1978, some 25% being fuelwood
plantations;

(2) forming of village woodlots on the
marginal land near the villages for the
supply of fuelwood to the nearby villagers;

(3) provision .of extension service to
encourage people in tree planting by

(4)

(5)

(6)

distributing seedlings and educating- the
technique of planting and protection ;
special fueiwood projects are implemented
with the assistances of UNDP/FAO to
strengthen national effort in acheving the
balance between supply and demand of
fuer.vr.r-"

^<yf plantations including
spacing, fertilization and
•asi growing multipurpose

. — ~v ^~ f«,»t.t

outturn stut
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. .nope appropriate domestic
•-!: has also been initiated by
the efficient utilization of

dendro-energy;
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ENERGY SAYING STOVES

A!t:•-->•.'.? energy for rural develop-
ment such as s . - i a r energy, and other gaseous
energy sources have also been widely
investigated and introduced by a number of
relevant State organizations and the private
sector.

Some of the widely tested energy
saving stoves which have potentials for
commercial production in Myanmar are presented
in this paper.

SOLAR COOKER

The solar energy, as it is in its natural
state, cannot be used for cooking or boiling. The
solar rays falling on a .certain area have to be
collected and concentrated at a focal point to
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TRADE AND INDUSTRY

create a large amount of heat and sufficient high
temperature for cooking. To do so, different sizes
of parabolic reflectors have been constructed and
tested by Central Research Organization(CRO)
using aluminium sheets as well as small pieces of
flat mirror about 76 mm x 76 mm in sizes . They
are arranged in parabolic shape in order to collect
solar rays on a reflecting surface within a
parabolic wooden frame.

After t rying out with different sizes
and focal length^ of parabolic reflectors, it is
found out tha t i.-.e following sizes are most
suitable for domestic purposes:

Reflector s in - face area
Focal l eng th

1.5 m
0.5 m

x 1.5 m

i he f o l l o w i n g results were obtained
after carrying oui a number of tests with the solar
cookers:

1. Power equ,'\ ;, u
2. Max. temn .-' "«i ooint
3. Time taker : ;oii

2 l i t re , . "
4. Time ii>' — .:,,.,k

284 g~ ?'

Aluminium
Reflector

900 Watts
350° C

25 min

38 min

Glass
Reflector

1100 Watts
525° C

17 min

33 min

reflector

Although this type of solar cooker has
the ability to achieve high temperature, the cooker
has to be realigned with the sun every fifteen
minutes or so. It requires good practice to handle
and operate such cooker efficiently. There is also
a certain degree of risk for human eyes if exposed
to the intense beam of sun light and to catch fire
on the inflammable material such as wood, straw
or the clothes.

SOLAR OVEN

Another Type of device using solar
energy for cooking is ro la r oven. It has a chamber
where a cooking noi • < ; piaced. The solar energy
passing throng n•-? v i n d o w of the chamber is
trapped inside it ^nd ;u;scs the temperature of the
chamber which is i r , f e d with double walling
system. The inside surface of the chamber is

A solar even

painted black for heat absorption. The window of
the chamber is cc .^cd with two layers of glass
sheets with a l i t t i e gap in between to serve as an
insulation la_ , are also four square
reflectors r,r. j - f »»,,- window inclining
outward at "" ''^V\C-.T reflectors at
the four r, .- surface area
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,T the experiments show that all solar ovens ^J\

took nearly twice longer than the electric
oven.The advantage, however, is that cost

\A of energy is free, JJ

for collecting solar energy.
Three types of solar ovens were

constructed and tested, two with larger chamber
and one with smaller chamber- called Mini Solar
Oven.

After carrying out the test,
out that the maximum inside ch:
of cylindrical type solar o^
155°C, the pot stove type :o!

the mini oven 140°C. Baking c

t was found
perature

about
•;- 130°Cand
s, pudding and

roasting meat were also cani ^ out and the time
taken was compared with that ci an electric oven.
The experiments show that all solar ovens took
nearly twice longer than the electric oven. The
advantage, however, is that cost of energy is
free.

BOX-TYPE SOLAR COOKER

It was introduced in Myanmar by
Dr.S.K. Sharma under the programme of Alternate
Energy Consultancy sponsored by UNICEF in
1990. Based on this techincai assistance, Physics
and. Engineering Research Department of the
Central Research O r g a n i z a t i o n (CRO)
constructed quite a number of box-type solar
cookers and tested.

The design,is very simple. The top
cover and the outer box walls are made with
wood. A piece of plane mirror is fixed at the inner
part of top cover and used as a booster; incident
ray is reflected into the cooking chamber. Two
window panes with a gap of about 25mm fixed in
window frame is covered after placing the cooking
pots on an absorber tray. The absorber tray is
made with an iron sheet blackened with heat
absorbing paint like blackboard paint. A flat iron
bar with holes makes it easy to adjust the mirror.
To align cooker and sun, four rubber wheels are

fixed. For easy transportation, two handles are
attached on each side of the cooker. Two sizes of
black painted aluminium cooking pots, one with
205 mm diameter and 62 mm height, and the
other with 180 mm diameter and 57 mm height
are used . It therefore facilitates to prepare
different meals simultaneously.

Rice husk is used as insulator; glass
wool, rock wool and jute can also be used to
reduce heat lost.

About 0.5 kg of rice, eouallv out in
four pots, can be cooked within one hour. For the
same amount of sticky rice, it take:
for one kilogram of chicken, two he

A box - type solar cooker

According to the tests, cooking can be
performed between 9 am to 4 pm and the best
result is achieved from 11 am to 2pm. The main
factors influencing the duration of time for
cooking are : weather condition, starting time for
cooking, nature of the food and filling amount of
food in the pot. One can master the technique of
cooking after having some experience in its
operation.
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TRADE AND INDUSTRY

The advantages of box - type solar
cooker are : -
(1) more than one item of food can be cooked at

once by using different containers;
(2) sun tracking is not necessary;
(3) simple handling and operation;
(4) stirring is not necessary during cooking

process due to moderate temperature;
(5) can keep the food warm until evening;
(6) can be constructed and repaired by using

locally available materials;
(7) relatively inexpensive, compared to other

types of solar cookers.

RTCF TTTTSK STOVE

M y a n m a r being an agricultural
country, rice husk is available almost in every
part of the country plentifully and cheaply, in
some places even free of charge. So rice husk
stoves are getting popular especially among the
rural community.

nusk stove

'•' 1034

Kice-tiask stove tn use

Rccciuiy a rice husk stove was
produced by San San Industrial Co-op Ltd.,
Yangon. Based on the design of International
Rice Research Institute (IRRI), the stove was
developed and commercialized.

Myanmar being an agricultural country,
rice husk is available almost In every part
of the c""-rtry plentifully and cheaply, lit
some places even free of charge. So rice
husk,-' : are getting popular especially
amono : • <fsi community.

J
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it calls for the cooperation of private sector
to produce energy saving stoves, including
the solar cooker* for dry zone of Myanmar,
on commercial scale.

J

The cost of materials for construction
of the stove is economical and easy to assemble.
At the same time, expense of daily cooking is
also comparatively cheap. The main features of
the stove are:
(1) low rice husk consumption (1.2 kg/hr)
(2) good thermal efficiency (The stove takes

three minutes to boil one litre of water,
using only 180 gm of rice husk.)

(3) easy and quick starting (The stove is started
in less than one minute by burning just one
piece of paper. No kerosene or other fuel
is needed.)

(4) convenient cooking (The flame is clean,
almost smokeless.)

(5) easy fuel refilling (Rice husk can be added
to maintain heat while cooking without
disturbing the utensil.)

(6) light-weight and portable (All steel parts
can be assembled easily; total weight is
only 2.5kg.)

(7) not only the rice husk, but also other kinds
of agricultural, waste such as sunflower
husk and groundnut husk can be used

(8) reasonable price (Kyat five hundred per
unit.)

CONCLUSION
It is gratifying to note that futher

research en energy saving stoves is being carried
out by State organizations like Central Research
Organization (CRO), Forest Research Institute
(FRI), Mechanized Farming Department
(MFD).etc. in order to meet the challenge of
nrmnlation pressure and consequent demand for
fuelwood on increasing scale.

In fact, it calls for the cooperation of
private sector to produce energy Saving stoves,
including the solar cookers for dry zone of
Myanmar, on commercial scale so that depletion
of precious forest resources will be reduced and
greening movements, launched recently, would
be more successful.
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